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“But I got smarter, I got harder in the nick of time.”
The long-awaited album was finally launched in early October in 2017---Reputation by Taylor Swift that literally drowns the public with astonishment and hails. Four days after the
release, her honorable album already beat Ed Sheeran Divide and became the best-selling
album in 2017. As a “Swiftie”, I went mad for a couple of months because of her new music
and I can't wait to share them with you guys!
Here I shall explain the background behind this album. As some of you may not know, the
social media and the Internet has been criticizing Taylor Swift for being overrated and
talentless and a girl who dated too many boys. Especially when the nonsense Kardashian
jokes emerged, Taylor's reputation sank and she was called the Snake Queen, the liar, Regina George in sheep's clothing etc. Taylor felt miserable about the way she was treated and
decided to quit the game . She remained silent for two years because she never wanted to
let the media have a field day from rumors. Taylor however then came back with a revenge
with her “Baby, let the games begin.”
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Hence Taylor misted Reputation with dark fumes and set sarcastic traps for haters. It's a
clear picture of her suffering from betrayals and beloved, harassment and hatred, trust
and trauma. To be precise, Reputation starts with intense pops alongside raps like "...Ready
For It?"/ "End Game" with beats that hit you like a machine gun. Then the atmosphere
suddenly sinks to the bottom of the sea and she transforms the previous strengths into
sarcastic bullets to bash the haters: "I Did Something Bad" and "Look What You Made Me
Do" are my personal favorites as they
showcase how Taylor writes her songs
smartly lyrically. I'm impressed with how
she hides the hints about her personal experiences in her words. After that, the
tracks smoothly slow down into love songs,
such as “Dress” and “New Year's Day”
which makes Swifties flashback to the eras
when she still sang country songs.
I really appreciate what she did with the
layout of songs---intense to soft. The diversity of songs and the organization to represent
her train of thoughts are clearly felt. It turns from hatred and hostility to affection and admiration, and this reflects that Taylor has grown along the way as she has let go of herself
in the blaming party, and has started to spend her time wisely on loving the ones deserving of her time and love.
Lyrically, the lines blend into the melody perfectly. To be fair, the situation is that words
cannot stand without the aid of the melody and vice versa, which shows Rep is an extremely concise and concrete piece of art.

“I don't really care what you said to me,
I'm just gonna live my life in the way I
want.” This should sum up the album’s
theme.
If I had to judge, I would recommend Taylor to develop the uniqueness more in her
songs because we have enough pure pop
songs in the industry. For example
“Getaway Car” and “New Year's Day” is a
refined song that is mixed with pop and
country ingredients which is unique in Taylor's own way. Perhaps she could try out
more variety of styles (even R&B).
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On the whole, the album Reputation is more like a “Revolution”. Taylor did not include one
single song about blaming her exes this time, but instead, she sacrificed the “old her” to teach
us to be unyielding to people's criticism. But till then, haters will always be there, and we can’t
really force anyone to love someone they hate.
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Other comments about Reputation are down below!

5D Kathy Chan--- “It’s gorgeous!! And I am ecstatic about her charming voice.”
5B Cherry Cheung---“Different yet nostalgic.”
5D Giann Chung---“It was surprisingly aggressive. The old Taylor ‘s dead.”

F6 Leaving Soon

5D Kathy Chan

Time flies really quickly and F6 schoolmates have already spent six years here for their
memorable secondary school life. Now is their final month before they go for their study
leave.
6D Kevin Yip
What lesson do we have next? No, this is the last lesson in our secondary school life. Time flies
and I can't believe that I’m finally going to graduate. I’m proud of myself to be a LKKCer and for
being given various opportunities of partaking in different activities and competitions. Yet, I regret idling around and missing so many precious extra curricular activities, which meant I couldn’t catch up with my classmates who have done well in sports, arts, music and other aspects. I
would like to convey my heartfelt recommendations to all Form 1-5 students: School is never a
boring place for just reciting. If you fail in an exam, don't fret
about that trivial matter. Before you devote yourself to studying
just for the sake of passing DSE in Form 6, try to allocate your
time to join more extra curricular activities, like volunteer work,
so as to develop your new hobbies, widen your horizons and find
your talent. Hope all LKKCers have a splendid future.

6D Joyce Leung
The last bell is about to ring. After seeing senior students graduate from our school and pursue their own future for already 5
years, it is finally to our turn. As the flashback emerges, it's unbelievable that the good times in our secondary school life will finally come to an end. I almost
didn't notice that there are only few days left for our study leave. I'm so thankful for LKKC,
where I've spent the best 6 years of my life. It is unquestionable that holistic education is a major concern in LKKC. Mr. Tai and other teachers all put great effort in students' all-round development, including the five cornerstones - moral, intellectual, physical, social and aesthetic elements. They provided us with plentiful precious opportunities to achieve higher than ever, not
only focusing on academic performance, but also the development of other important aspects
that make up a well-rounded, holistic person.
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4 I know it's definitely a hard time for all of you to prepare for your examinations (and
also DSE years later), bearing the enormous pressure and packed schedules everyday. Undeniably, the Hong Kong education system has long been condemned as exam
-oriented as many are often under the impression that academic performance far
outweighs all other achievements, and thereby most students are deprived from
chasing their own dreams. The youth of today are often described as nerdy bookworms who are book-smart yet incapable of handling real-life problems. Remember,
academic performance is not everything indeed, though it still provides you an easier
way to chase your own dream in this day and age. I sincerely hope that all of you can
learn well to manage your own work-life balance, and enjoy your school life and not
just study in the classroom. There are various opportunities for you to develop your
own interests, like joining the Chinese Orchestra, athletic practices, or even volunteering work. All these can broaden your horizons and help you to meet more new
friends, and will become a part of your school life memory that you will reminisce
happily in the future.
What is more, I hope to remind you all to be well-planned, with your aims clear and
goals prepared. Frankly saying, life goes on with a compass, not a clock. It will never
take you to the destination even if you spend days and nights on your studies as you
might go in the wrong direction if you aren't well-planned.
All things do come to an end. I wish all the Form Six students excellent results in the
DSE and all LKKCers a brilliant school life. Aim high, fly high! :))

Let’s Get Personal!!! Newborn Babies~~
LKKC has always been a big family where we share our
joy and excitement together.

In this issue, as mentioned in our topic, we are getting
personal with some of our teachers who have stepped
into parenthood or have welcomed another bundle of
joy into their lives. We are happy to have a short interview with the following dad and mom, and we hope that
you all will feel their glee.
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Miss J. de Guzman
First of all, I would like to thank the teachers, students and staff at
school for all their kind wishes! I’m ever so happy to be blessed with
another girl. She loves smiling a lot and enjoys playing with her older
brother and sister. She’s very expressive and will look at you intently
whenever you talk to her.

Despite having little sleep and making sacrifices to give her what she
needs, I wouldn’t want anything else. I wouldn’t miss the chance to
have as many moments with her, feeding her and talking to her in a
silly language and letting her little hand grab my finger. I’m cherishing every second, because babies
grow really quickly. Before you know it, they might not want you to hold their hand any more…

About the future: I’m looking forward to doing many things with her. Like any parent, I
hope to be there for her first laugh, first word, first step and first day for school, and
many more. My only wish is for her to always feel safe, happy and loved, no matter
what she does, where she goes and what she chooses to do
or be someday.

Mr Mok Siu Cho
I don’t have much feeling yet as a first-time father at this
moment as my son hasn’t learnt to speak or call us yet. It is
heartwarming when he looks at me with a
lovely smile though it is somehow tiring to look after a
newborn
baby. He is called Mok Yi (莫懿), Isaac, as we want
him to be clever and happy with good
morals. I hope I can be a father who lets Isaac show
his talent and who doesn’t restrict or
limit his development. I also hope for him to explore
his potential himself by following his
own choice.
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FILM REVIEW of COCO

5B Cherry Cheung

Using Mexico’s holiday ‘Day of the Dead’ as the setting, Coco is an animated musical fantasy movie created by Pixar Animation Studios. Expecting it to be a film encouraging us to
chase our dreams and to seize our days, it turns out to be revolving around the idea of
‘memories’.
Coco illustrates the story of a boy named Miguel Rivera from a musical family. Despite the
opposition from his family who hates music just because Miguel’s great-great-grandfather
left his wife Imelda and daughter Coco to pursue his own career as a song composer, Miguel secretly dreams of being a musician. When he steals the guitar of a deceased popular
singer Ernesto de la Cruz, which looks exactly like the one his ancestor was holding in the
photo that Miguel removed from the family altar, Miguel becomes cursed and is
transported to the land of dead where all
the skeletal dead people live. No sooner,
Miguel discovers that he will become part
of the dead too if he cannot return to his
family before the next sunrise.
Desperate for a blessing from his dead relatives to take him back to his world, Miguel tries to seek help from Ernesto who is
mistaken for his great-great- grandfather.
On his adventure in the land of dead to get
to Ernesto, Miguel also meets Hector only
to find out that he is his true ancestor. Together they experience the ‘final death’ of
a friend of Hector’s when the dead is finally forgotten by the living. They also give
mutual support to each other just like
what family members do. However, conflicts are made, scars are left. How will the
problems be resolved? You will have to
watch it to find out.
To be fair, the plot was not surprising in my
opinion but it is indeed thought-provoking. The film reached its peak when Coco started
to forget about her father when Hector started fading. It touches the audiences’ heartstrings by resembling the heartbreaking moments felt when not being able to hold onto
the details of their memories. The harder you try, the quicker they seem to slip away. This
kind of grief and feebleness is felt by so many and that is what makes Coco successful in
making people weep.
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Lots of local elements are also included in the movie. For instance, the flower used when
Miguel perceived the blessings, the cempasuchil, which is also called the flor de muertos
(“flower of the dead”), is used in the celebration of the Day of the Dead every 2nd November in Mexico. Some characters are also named after famous Mexicans to show respect to them. Feminist artist Frida Kahlo (who was a friend of Hector’s in Coco) and
wrestler El Santo are some examples.
Overall, if you like movies that make you think about your life, this is the one for you!
Plus, you’ll get to know about Mexican culture of course. Enjoy!

Today in History
The third and fourth episodes of Today in History over the PA system taught us some interesting
words. Let’s do a recap on “Christopher Columbus’ discovery” and “the opening of the Sydney
Opera House”. See if you can match these words to their definitions.
1. West Indies
2. “Native tribes” are also called
3. a famous building or spot of a city
4. To officiate
5. A symbol of something else
6. Very new and different from the norm

A. a landmark
B. to be in charge of an official ceremony
C. the native people in America
D. groundbreaking
E. called ‘aboriginal’ and ‘indigenous’
F. iconic
Answers: 1C 2E 3A 4B 5F 6D
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Chat with the Net!

Have you ever felt like you needed to release some
of that stress you’ve been accumulating? Well,
stress no more as the English Department is offering fun chat sessions with our NET, Ms de Guzman
at lunchtime
starting from
February!
What better way than to spend your lunchtime taking
a break with games—and in English? F.1 and F.2 will
get the chance to practice their spoken English
through speaking games and activities with her. Details will be given later so stay tuned for that one!

What’s UP? Committee
Chief Editor: 5B Cheung Cheuk Ying

!!! SPECIAL NOTICE !!!
“SAVE THE CLARIS PRESIDENT”

Deputy Editor: 5D Chan Ching Kwan, Kathy
Senior Technical Editor: 5C Hom Long Hin

We really need a junior technical advisor
to join our team! Our senior technical advisor is seeking help!

Senior Photographic Editor: 5C Yau Wing Yee
Senior Editors: 5A Huang Ka Yan
5D Chik Pui Hang
5D Ma Ho Ping

If you are interested, please contact
5B Cherry Cheung or 5D Kathy Chan.
You may also contact Miss de Guzman!

Teacher Advisers: Ms. Jesuszette de Guzman
Ms. Leung Pui Sin
Ms. Mak Ka Hung

We look forward to working with you!
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